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ABSTRACT
Computer programming instructors frequently perform live coding in settings ranging from MOOC lecture videos to online livestreams. However, there is little tool support for this mode of teaching, so presenters must now either screen-share or use generic slideshow software. To overcome the limitations of these formats, we propose that programming environments should directly facilitate live coding for education. We prototyped this idea by creating Improv, an IDE extension for programming environments (IDEs) that facilitate live coding for education. Improv lets instructors synchronize blocks of code and output with slides and create preset waypoints to guide their presentations. A case study on 30 educational videos containing 28 hours of live coding showed that Improv was versatile enough to replicate approximately 96% of the content within those videos. In addition, a preliminary user study on four teaching assistants showed that Improv was expressive enough to allow them to make their own custom presentations in a variety of styles and improvise by live coding in response to simulated audience questions. Users mentioned that Improv lowered cognitive load by minimizing context switching and made it easier to fix errors on-the-fly than using slide-based presentations.

INTRODUCTION
A popular way to teach computer programming, both online and in-person, is for the instructor to write snippets of code, run it, and then explain what their code does. By livestreaming or recording these performances, instructors can easily share technical insights with thousands of viewers on learning at scale platforms such as MOOCs, YouTube, and webinars. This sort of live coding now takes place in diverse settings:

• Instructors write code live in front of their classrooms.
• Similarly, instructors of online courses broadcast their live programming in webinars (“web seminars”). They also record these sessions as videos for MOOCs and YouTube.
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• Programmers write code live on stage during industry conference presentations, which are recorded to share with the wider professional community. They like doing live demos to convey a greater sense of authenticity and realism [35].

• Programmers in domains such as game development livestream their coding sessions on sites such as Twitch.tv and livcoding.tv to educate their online fans [21, 31].

Despite the prevalence of live coding for education, current programming environments (IDEs) provide no support for this type of activity. Thus, presenters usually end up screen-sharing and recording their entire desktop displays. This setup is cumbersome since there are lots of extraneous on-screen components that are not relevant to the code-related ideas that the presenter is trying to convey at each moment. Also, it can be awkward to switch contexts in the middle of a live demo by moving and flipping between windows on the desktop. Finally, it is hard to present higher-level concepts such as topic outlines or algorithm descriptions by sharing only the contents of one’s code development environment.

An alternative format is for the presenter to copy-and-paste all of their relevant code and output snippets into pre-made PowerPoint slides. This format has the advantage of greater structure and predictability. However, slide presentations can appear stilted, inauthentic, and not in sync with real working code. Also, presenters cannot easily improvise in response to audience questions.

To overcome the limitations of these existing presentation formats, we propose that programming environments (IDEs) should directly facilitate teaching via live coding. To prototype this idea, we developed a system called Improv that helps instructors prepare and deliver code-based presentations entirely from within their IDE. Its design was informed by our formative studies and by Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25] from educational psychology. Figure 1 shows an example usage scenario for Improv:

1. The instructor writes and tests their code in any language that runs on the target platform. Improv integrates with Atom, the popular code editor and IDE, and provides shortcuts for live coding.

2. Improv also extends Atom with an embedded slide presentation editor to drag-and-drop components into each slide. Supported components include: live code and output selections from their IDE, text annotations, images, and iframe-embedded contents from any webpage.

• Programmers in domains such as game development livestream their coding sessions on sites such as Twitch.tv and livcoding.tv to educate their online fans [21, 31].

Despite the prevalence of live coding for education, current programming environments (IDEs) provide no support for this type of activity. Thus, presenters usually end up screen-sharing and recording their entire desktop displays. This setup is cumbersome since there are lots of extraneous on-screen components that are not relevant to the code-related ideas that the presenter is trying to convey at each moment. Also, it can be awkward to switch contexts in the middle of a live demo by moving and flipping between windows on the desktop. Finally, it is hard to present higher-level concepts such as topic outlines or algorithm descriptions by sharing only the contents of one’s code development environment.

An alternative format is for the presenter to copy-and-paste all of their relevant code and output snippets into pre-made PowerPoint slides. This format has the advantage of greater structure and predictability. However, slide presentations can appear stilted, inauthentic, and not in sync with real working code. Also, presenters cannot easily improvise in response to audience questions.

To overcome the limitations of these existing presentation formats, we propose that programming environments (IDEs) should directly facilitate teaching via live coding. To prototype this idea, we developed a system called Improv that helps instructors prepare and deliver code-based presentations entirely from within their IDE. Its design was informed by our formative studies and by Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25] from educational psychology. Figure 1 shows an example usage scenario for Improv:

1. The instructor writes and tests their code in any language normally within the Atom IDE [2]. Improv extends Atom with shortcuts that allow them to select any piece of code or terminal output in order to embed a live synced view of that snippet into PowerPoint-style slides.

2. Improv also extends Atom with an embedded slide presentation editor to drag-and-drop components into each slide. Supported components include: live code and output selections from their IDE, text annotations, images, and iframe-embedded contents from any webpage.
3. The instructor plans their live demo by creating optional code waypoints and subgoal labels [14] for what code they plan to write at each step. These serve as scaffolding during the presentation so that they can remain on course and so that the audience also knows what to expect at each step.

4. When the instructor presents live, the audience always sees a fullscreen view of the slides instead of the entire computer desktop (right part of Figure 1). As they write and run code within Atom, their audience sees the embedded code and output snippets update in real time on slides.

5. If they need to improvise in response to audience questions, they can edit code and slides on-the-fly in the middle of a talk, and the audience sees all updates in real time. They can also snapshot their code so that they can quickly restore it and get back on track after they are done improvising.

Instructors can use Improv either in a traditional in-person lecture setting or in a learning at scale setting by livestreaming or video-recording their hybrid code+slide presentations. Since it is web-based, remote viewers can connect to the Improv server to see the instructor’s live demonstration and copy-paste code snippets into their own IDEs to follow along.

To evaluate the versatility and expressiveness of Improv, we ran a pair of complementary studies. We first performed a case study on 30 videos containing 28 collective hours of live coding presentations in settings ranging from university lectures to online livestreams. We found that Improv was versatile enough to be used to present approximately 96% of the content within those videos. We then performed a preliminary user study by letting four first-time users prepare and deliver 10-minute coding tutorial presentations using Improv. We found that Improv was expressive enough to allow them to create their own custom presentations in a variety of styles and improvise by live coding in response to simulated audience questions. Users said that Improv lowered cognitive load by minimizing context switching and made it easier to fix errors and improvise than using slide-based presentations.

This paper’s contributions to Learning at Scale are:

- A formative study of 20 educational videos to characterize the diverse settings in which people perform live coding.
- The idea that existing IDEs should add integrated support for teaching programming via live coding.
- A prototype of this idea in the Improv system. Improv introduces new UI affordances, informed by Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25], that help instructors prepare and deliver code-based presentations within their IDE. We evaluated Improv with a case study on 30 videos and a preliminary user study on four teaching assistants.

RELATED WORK

Researchers have mostly studied live coding in educational settings [30]. As a pedagogical best practice they recommend having an instructor write and explain code live in the classroom or on video. Benefits include: making the instructor’s step-by-step thought processes explicit [18, 27], enabling instructors to respond to “what-if?” questions from students by editing their code on-the-fly [35], forcing instructors to incrementally build up code and narrate aloud rather than showing large blocks of code at once [35], revealing sources of common coding mistakes [18], making the instructor more relatable since students can see that they make mistakes as well [12], and holding students’ attention better since live coding is more dynamic than static PowerPoint slides [32].

Live coding is currently done by sharing the presenter’s screen with their audience (via a projector or online video stream) as they write and run code in text editors, terminals, IDEs, or, more recently, computational notebooks (e.g., Jupyter [22], Codestrates [29]). Live streamers sometimes use video mixing software such as OBS [6] to broadcast only selected parts of their monitors, manage multi-monitor setups, and display custom banners on their streams [21]. Since computational notebooks mix narrative text and code, some presenters manually scroll through them as a way of narrating their code-based live demos. Users have restyled the CSS of
Jupyter notebooks to make them look more like PowerPoint slides [11]. Similar restylings can theoretically be done on Codestrates notebooks [29] as well. IDEs such as Cloud9 [3], Visual Studio [8], CodePilot [33], and Codechella [20] support real-time multi-user code editing akin to Google Docs; this feature can be used as a form of “IDE screensharing” when giving talks. However, none of these tools were designed with structured presentation planning and delivery as their use case. In contrast, Improv integrates a slide-based presentation system and live coding environment into a programmer’s workflow within an IDE. The next section (Formative Study and Design Goals) will highlight limitations of current systems and how they inspired the design of Improv.

More broadly, Improv contributes to the long lineage of HCI research in presentation systems by being the first, to our knowledge, to be designed specifically for live coding presentations. One major class of work here extends Microsoft PowerPoint: TurningPoint [28] implements six narrative templates derived from guides of best practices centered on storytelling techniques; users fill in the templates, and the system automatically generates starter slides. StyleSnap and FlashFormat help authors edit a large collection of PowerPoint slides to maintain consistent visual style across similar elements [16]. HyperSlides [17] helps authors plan hierarchical and non-linear navigation paths using a markup language. In contrast to slide-based presentation systems, tools such as Pad++ [13], CounterPoint [19], and Fly [23] use a canvas metaphor where presenters lay out elements in arbitrary locations on a zoomable plane. However, all of the above systems are meant for general-purpose presentations, whereas Improv is specialized for code-related demos that mix live programming and traditional slides. Improv improves upon general-purpose presentation systems by adding novel interactions for interfacing with a programmer’s workflow within an IDE.

FORMATIVE STUDY AND DESIGN GOALS

To understand how educators currently perform live coding and to inform the design of Improv, we ran a formative study by watching 20 programming videos (Table 1). Although no small sample can be universally representative, we strove for diversity in venues, modalities, and programming languages; Figure 2 shows selected screenshots from these videos. These code-based presentations were recorded in university lecture halls, at software industry conferences, from livestreams on Twitch.tv, and from screencast tutorials on YouTube. Here are our most salient observations from watching these videos:

Context switching and visual noise: In Table 1, the “Features” column shows that most presentations featured more than one medium (e.g., IDE, web browser, and slides). Presenters frequently switched between app windows; even when the web browser was the active window (e.g., Figure 2a), they often switched between browser tabs. Some arranged their windows in split-screen views (Figure 2c and e) while others left their desktops messy with overlapping windows and visual noise in taskbar and dock icons (Figure 2f).

Presenters usually opened all relevant windows and application tabs before their talk began and flipped through them during their talk. For instance, Figure 2a shows 8 open web browser tabs, Figure 2e shows 29 browser tabs and 7 source code tabs in the IDE, and Figure 2f shows 7 browser tabs and 4 terminal app tabs. This complexity made it hard for them to find specific windows on-demand, and they sometimes lost their place when navigating between windows. In contrast, those who projected full-screen slideshows did not worry about context switching. However, slideshows lack the dynamism of live coding performances.

Slides + live coding: Presenters often used pre-made slides to convey higher-level concepts and then performed live coding to demonstrate those concepts in practice. As Figure 2b shows, some slides interspersed (non-runnable) code with bullet-point descriptions of their properties. After explaining the code snippets on those slides, presenters then had to context-switch over to their text editor or IDE to edit a runnable version of that code in a live demo. If they want to update their presentations, they would need to keep both the within-slides and within-IDE versions of their code in sync.

Highlighting code and outputs: While live coding, presenters often selected text ranges in the editor to highlight a piece of relevant code as they explained its purpose (Figure 2d). They also switched to terminal windows to show textual output for command-line-based programs, or a browser to show visual output for web applications and interactive data visualizations. Some presenters used Jupyter notebooks to show both code and output together (Figure 2a); they scrolled through the notebooks to highlight relevant parts.

Typos, commented-out code blocks, and copy-and-paste: One big risk of live coding is that the presenter may make mistakes. To reduce this risk, some presenters placed pre-
made commented-out blocks of code to use as references while they were live coding. Others copied-and-pasted snippets from auxiliary files into their code to avoid manually typing everything from scratch. However, doing so detracts from the authenticity of a fully-live performance. Ideally a presentation system would let presenters write code live and provide a safety net to fall back on in case they made mistakes.

Improvising in response to live questions: One major benefit of live coding is the ability to improvise in response to questions (the “Q” feature in Table 1). The audience asked questions verbally during class lectures and conference talks and via text chat in Twitch.tv livestreams. The presenter would modify their code and re-run it to demonstrate their answers. Afterward they need to remember what they were working on before the question and restore their original code.

Based on both these firsthand observations and by consulting Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25], we developed the following design goals for our Improv system:

- **D1**: Minimize context switching and visual noise to help both the presenter and audience focus better
- **D2**: Integrate presentation slides with live runnable code
- **D3**: Support highlighting of code and outputs within slides
- **D4**: Minimize the risk of errors while live coding
- **D5**: Enable improvising and quickly restoring prior context

**IMPROV SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

Improv integrates into a programmer’s existing workflow within an IDE so they can minimize context switching (Design Goal D1). It is implemented with standard web technologies as an add-on for Atom, an extensible IDE [2]. Improv’s slide viewer uses Reveal.js [7] to display web-based slides and Meteor.js [4] to perform real-time syncing.

Improv contains a set of novel interaction techniques for extracting code, creating and presenting slides, and adding instructional scaffolding via code waypoints and subgoal labels.

**Extracting Code Blocks and Terminal Outputs from Atom**

A programmer starts using Improv by creating a code project in any language within the Atom IDE and testing to make sure their code works as intended. Then they select blocks of code from their source files to include in their presentation slides.

When the user selects a piece of text in either a code editor buffer or a terminal pane within Atom (which shows live-updated contents of a shell, REPL, or compiler output), they can use a keyboard shortcut to extract that selection into a code block. They can also select the entire file to extract as a single block. (We call this a code block for simplicity, although the user can extract any part of any Atom text buffer.)

Each selection gets colored in light blue within Atom (left half of Figure 1). When the user makes later edits within its range, the highlighted area will grow or shrink accordingly. These ranges get properly preserved even if new text is inserted above or below the selections. If the user erases everything within the selection (or its enclosing file gets deleted), then its corresponding code block gets deleted too. Users can select and extract any number of code blocks across any files in Atom. Each block is put into a storage bin in the presentation editor (Figure 3d), which can be dragged onto slides.

**Slide Presentation Editor**

Improv augments Atom with a simple slide presentation editor situated in a new tab within the IDE. Figure 3 shows the UI of the slide presentation editor, which mimics a simplified version of PowerPoint or Keynote. The user can create, reorder, and delete slides. Within each slide, they can add text and images with direct manipulation. We implemented only
basic slide editor functionality and did not replicate more advanced features such as animated transitions or style guides. Improv’s editor supports two novel types of slide elements specialized for our use case of live coding performances:

**Code block elements:** All code blocks extracted from Atom appear in a storage bin area at the right of the slide editor (Figure 3d). The user can drag and drop these blocks onto any slide just like how they can insert text and images. This way, a single code block can appear on multiple slides. Code blocks in slides are synced in real time with their corresponding selected regions in the IDE. Thus, when the user edits that code, it will also update on the slide(s). When the user’s code runs and produces output, any embedded terminal blocks also update live (Figure 3c). This feature allows presenters to create slides that mix text and runnable code (Design Goal D2).

Even if the presenter does not want to perform live coding and simply wants to deliver a standard slideshow presentation, this live code block feature is still beneficial for two reasons: 1) It avoids having to keep two copies of code in sync between the IDE and slides, 2) It helps ensure that code which appears on slides actually compiles and runs, since *it is real working code that can be executed and tested within the IDE*. Otherwise it is easy for subtle typos and bugs to creep into code-based slides, which causes learner frustration [26].

**Webpage iframe elements:** The editor also allows the user to live-embed any webpage as an iframe into their slides. This is important because many of the live coding videos we watched featured presenters navigating through webpages such as API documentation, data visualizations, and Jupyter notebooks. The user can scroll to any portion of the webpage to start showing that part during the presentation, which is convenient for long webpages such as API docs or Jupyter notebooks.

These features give presenters both the organizational benefits of pre-made slides and the dynamism of live code and webpages. To demonstrate the utility of embedded code and webpage elements, here is a zoomed-in view of the top part of the video in Figure 2e from our formative study corpus:

This presenter has 29 web browser tabs open (left half) and 7 source code tabs open in their IDE (right half), which they had to juggle throughout their talk. They had so many open browser tabs that they could not even see the tab titles. Throughout the talk, they also had to constantly scroll to different parts of webpages and source code files to find the right parts to discuss. If they had used Improv, they would have been able to selectively embed the desired portions of webpages and source code files into a series of slides with a logical ordering and accompanying slide titles for exposition.

**Slide Viewer: Presentation Delivery and Live Coding**

After the user creates a code-based presentation within Atom, they can also deliver their presentation entirely within Atom.

To do so, they first open a new web browser window and point it to a localhost URL for the slide viewer app. This viewer is a webpage that synchronizes its contents in real time with the currently-active slide displayed in Atom’s slide editor. Then they connect their laptop to a projector and move the slide viewer window to the projected screen in full-screen mode. This way, the presenter still sees their own Atom IDE (and everything else on their desktop) while the audience sees only the viewer app on the projected screen. This minimizes visual noise (Design Goal D1) since the audience no longer sees the entire contents of the presenter’s desktop. It also conforms to Mayer’s *coherence principle* of multimedia learning [25], which posits that people learn better when extraneous visual elements are excluded from view to minimize distractions.

Alternatively, the presenter can host the slide viewer web app on a public IP address. This way, audience members (either in the room or remotely on the internet) can connect to that IP to watch the presentation live from their own web browsers. They can also copy-and-paste the code shown in the presentation to experiment with it locally in their own IDEs.
Since the contents of Improv’s slide editor are always in sync with the slide viewer, there is no distinction between presentation editing and delivery modes. The audience always sees the currently-active slide in the editor. To deliver a presentation, the presenter simply flips through their slides in sequence in the editor. If they want to create new slides or modify the contents of existing slides on-the-fly, the audience will see those changes immediately. In addition, besides showing traditional slideshows, Improv’s slide viewer also has support for webpage iframes, code blocks, and live coding:

**Presenting webpage iframe elements:** Since webpages are embedded as iframes, when the presenter scrolls through each iframe in the slide editor, Improv synchronizes its current scroll position with the viewer app so that the audience sees that same scrolling happening. This way, the presenter can walk through each page’s contents by scrolling and narrating. The viewport sizes of the editor and viewer iframes are identical, so webpages render identically in both when scrolling.

**Presenting code block elements:** Likewise, the presenter can scroll through code blocks in the slide editor, and the audience again sees a synchronized view. This is effective for explaining pre-written static blocks of code, but what happens when the presenter wants to write code live?

**Live coding:** To perform live coding anytime during a presentation, the presenter clicks a button atop an embedded code block in the slide editor to jump to the portion of the original source file in the Atom IDE where that code was extracted from. They should now see that selection of code highlighted in yellow, which indicates that it is being projected on the active slide for the audience to view (Figure 4a). They can edit that code normally within Atom, and all updates will propagate live to the slide viewer app. In addition, in the slide viewer that code block auto-scrolls so that its current cursor position is vertically centered. This ensures that currently-edited code is always visible to the audience.

In our example, the contents of the code blocks labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Figure 3 always remain in sync across the Atom code editor, slide presentation editor, and slide viewer. Similarly, the terminal output block (Figure 3c) is also synced.

While the audience sees only what is on the slides, the presenter can perform live coding within their IDE with full access to all of the programming assistance tools they are accustomed to. The presenter can also access other desktop apps, API documentation, or speaker notes “behind the curtains” without the audience seeing or getting distracted by them.

If the presenter highlights a selection of text as they are live coding, that visual highlight will also appear on the slides for the audience to view (Design Goal D3). This allows the presenter to point out specific pieces of code or terminal output to explain it in detail.

Improv gives instructors a great deal of flexibility in terms of how to structure their live coding sessions. For instance:

- To demonstrate how a terminal-based program works (e.g., a Python or C program), the presenter can create a slide that contains a code block alongside a terminal output block.

- To show how to build a web application or interactive visualization, the presenter can create a slide with a code block alongside a webpage iframe pointed to the web application that is currently under development.

- To teach a classroom lesson on algorithms, the presenter can embed text and images of the relevant concepts alongside a live code block that shows its implementation.

- To demonstrate how to use a particular API, the presenter can embed a webpage of the API docs next to a code block.

One recommended way to organize slides is to have each slide hold one part of the overall live demo. This way, presenters can advance through all slides in sequence and perform live coding on the appropriate parts of their codebase without fumbling to look for the relevant source files or browser tabs.

**Code Waypoints and Subgoal Labels**

It can be hard to write code live during a presentation without making mistakes, so the presenters in the formative study videos we watched often resorted to copying and pasting pre-written blocks of code from other text buffers into their target source files. Unfortunately, doing so detracts from the authenticity and natural flow of truly doing live coding. To preserve such authenticity while also guarding against errors (Design Goal D4), Improv lets users define a set of code waypoints for each code block (inspired by navigational waypoints [9]).

After the user extracts a code block in the IDE by making a text selection, they can optionally open an inline pane to add waypoints for that given block (Figure 4). Each waypoint is a manually-defined version of the code in that block. It is up to the user to fill out the contents of each version, but one heuristic is to have each version represent a new concept or step that is being incrementally built up within that block.

The user can also add a subgoal label to each waypoint, which is a textual annotation that describes the purpose (goal) of what that waypoint aims to achieve. Subgoal labeling is a pedagogical best practice whereby the instructor adds a higher-level conceptual description for each group of steps in a tutorial; it has been shown to help improve learner comprehension in a variety of STEM domains [14, 24, 34].

**Live coding with waypoints:** If waypoints are set on a given code block, then when the presenter is live coding in there,
they see not only their current code but also the waypoint’s code in a separate pane (Figure 4c). This pane serves as a “teleprompter” that gives them a visual indicator of what code they ought to be writing at the moment to reach that waypoint. It is also similar to how DemoWiz [15] cues the presenter by showing previews of upcoming events on screenscast videos.

In addition, the waypoint’s subgoal label is always displayed above the code block in the slide viewer app so that the audience can see the purpose of the current step that is being demonstrated by the presenter. This feature abides by Mayer’s segmenting and signaling principles of multimedia learning [25], which posit that people learn better when presentations are divided into logical segments with cues that signal what to expect from each segment.

Once the presenter has written enough code in the current block so that it exactly matches the expected contents of the current waypoint, Improv automatically moves onto displaying the next waypoint. The presenter can always deviate from the waypoint if they want to improvise or format their code in a different way. In those cases, their end state will not be an exact string match, so they can manually move onto the next (or previous) waypoint with navigation controls.

If the presenter gets stuck or lost while live coding, they can click the “next waypoint” button in the waypoint pane to copy the contents of the current waypoint into their code block and move onto the next waypoint. Although this action breaks the authenticity of live coding, it is convenient for getting the presenter out of a jam and ensuring that they still have working code (assuming that their pre-written waypoint code works and that they have not broken any code outside of that block).

For example, Figure 4 shows the waypoint pane in Atom. As the presenter is in the middle of writing the body of the deactivate() method in the yellow code block, they can see the next waypoint they are supposed to reach in order to complete the current segment of their demo (Figure 4c).

Impromptu waypoints: Finally, when the presenter gets a question from the audience or otherwise wants to improvise, they can click the “Add as Waypoint” button on a code block to save a snapshot of its current contents as a new waypoint. This way, they can freely modify their code to address the given question and quickly restore their original code afterward to return to their main presentation (Design Goal D5).

**EVALUATION**

To assess Improv’s versatility and expressiveness, we ran a pair of studies to investigate the following questions:

- Is Improv versatile enough to be used to prepare and deliver a diverse variety of realistic code-based presentations?
- Is Improv expressive enough to let first-time users create presentations of their own original design?

**Case Study of Coding Presentation Videos**

To assess the versatility of Improv, we performed a case study on 30 programming tutorial videos from YouTube.

**Procedure:** We used the 20 videos in our formative study corpus (Table 1). To guard against “overfitting” on this initial corpus, we found 10 additional videos using a similar methodology but after finishing the implementation of Improv. These represent a diverse selection of code-based presentations that people have delivered to a range of audiences. We watched each video in detail and hand-classified the time durations within each one based on what is being displayed on the screen at those times. Then we estimated the proportion of time that Improv could plausibly be used as a replacement for the presentation media that the speaker actually used.

**Findings:** Figure 5 summarizes our findings. The entire duration of each video is a horizontal bar, and the labeled portions represent time ranges when the presenter was working within a particular app (e.g., terminal, IDE, slides). The red portions represent time ranges where Improv cannot be used to emulate what the presenter was doing at those times (see details below). The red portions account for 4% of the total time across all 30 videos, which means that Improv can serve as a plausible replacement for presenting approximately 96% of the content in our 28-hour corpus of 30 live coding videos.

Presenters could have used Improv to create nearly all parts of these presentations, based on the apps being used in them:

- **Text Editor** (3% of total running time across all 30 videos): With Improv, they could have extracted a code block to place on slides and performed live coding within Atom.
- **IDE** (6% of total video time): Same as text editor. Note that presenters did not use advanced IDE features; they used IDEs only as elaborate text editors for live coding.
- **Terminal** (6%): Extract a terminal output block to slides.
- **Web Browser** (9%): Embed a webpage iframe into slides.
- **Jupyter Notebooks** (20%): Same as web browser. (Note we put Jupyter into its own category since many presenters used it as a web-based live programming environment.)
- **Slide Presentation** (13%): Use Improv’s slide editor.
- **Code on Slides** (3%): These are slides that primarily showcase snippets of code. With Improv, they can extract code blocks so that those snippets update live on their slides.

Presenters also concurrently used two apps in either a split-screen view or by rapidly flipping back and forth: text editor + terminal (11% of total time in all videos), text editor + web browser (12%), IDE + terminal (9%), IDE + web browser (4%). Improv can handle all of these cases by placing multiple components on a single slide: either a code block and a terminal output block, or a code block and a webpage iframe.

Improv could not plausibly emulate what presenters featured during 4% of the total time in these 30 videos (4.7% of total time in the original 20 formative study videos and 2.3% in the additional 10 we picked). During those times, presenters used GUI applications, sketching, or physical demonstrations. The most common modality was the presenter demonstrating specific features of GUI applications such as the Ableton [1] music production software, the Wireshark [10] network analyzer, or the Windows process manager for showing memory usage.
patterns. Three presenters made digital sketches over their screens. Finally, one presenter projected an Oculus Rift headset [5] display for a virtual reality live coding demonstration. In the future, we could extend Improv to embed a live view of the presenter’s computer desktop or external video feeds in order to support these modalities.

**Study Limitations:** This is an informal case study on a hand-picked video corpus. Even though we strove for diversity in presentation formats and selected 10 additional videos after finishing Improv’s implementation, we cannot be sure that these are representative of all code-based presentations. Also, there is no guarantee that the presenters would actually prefer replacing their current setups with Improv, or how the audience would react to seeing Improv versions of these talks.

**Preliminary User Study with Teaching Assistants**

Our case study demonstrated the potential versatility of Improv across a variety of presentation formats, but we also wanted to see how expressive it is when put into the hands of first-time users. To do so, we performed a preliminary study with 4 computer science teaching assistants at our university.

**Procedure:** Each participant came to our lab to use Improv individually for 1 hour. We first gave them a 10-minute tutorial of Improv’s basic features and then instructed them spend most of the hour using it to create a five to ten-minute code-related presentation of the sort that they would normally make for their courses. When they finished creating the presentation, we had them use Improv to deliver it to the facilitator, who interrupted with questions to simulate an audience. Finally, we concluded the session by asking them to reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of using Improv when compared to presentation tools that they had previously used.

**Findings:** All four participants were able to use Improv to successfully prepare and deliver a presentation of their own original design. These varied widely in subject matter presented, Improv features used, and presentation styles:

- **P1** taught basic JavaScript by demonstrating a simple command-line calculator with Node.js. When preparing their talk, they wrote pieces of code in Atom and included them onto three slides along with explanatory text. They did not originally intend to perform live coding. However, as they started presenting their slides and the facilitator interrupted with questions, they used the code waypoints feature to create impromptu waypoints so that they could perform live coding to address questions. Then they returned to prior waypoints to resume their talk. They also improvised by embedding a terminal onto a slide and live coding from the Node.js REPL to show additional concepts.

- **P2** taught the concept of function calls using pseudocode. Their two slides consisted of images and pseudocode. Despite not performing any live coding, they still found it useful to organize pseudocode in text files within Atom and to selectively extract them onto slides. When the facilitator pointed out a possible bug in the pseudocode, they were able to fix it right away by editing that section in the text file and seeing the update instantly appear on the slides.
• P3 taught array operations in Python. They created three Python source code files in Atom, one for each concept: indexing, slicing, and element skipping. They tested their code separately in each file and then extracted each one to place on its own slide with a corresponding title. They also placed a terminal output block at the bottom of all slides. During their talk, they moved between the three slides and performed live coding in Atom; when their Python code executed, it showed up in the terminal block on each slide.

• P4 taught Python variables and print statements. They took the most dynamic approach out of all four by using only one slide and having it serve as a full-screen canvas. They put a code block, terminal output, and webpage iframe into that single slide. While preparing the talk, they used the iframe to look up Python reference documentation rather than switching to an external web browser since they could see the reference in the same context as their code. While delivering the talk, they live coded from within Atom.

Improv supported both the more static slides-based presentations (P1 and P2) and the more dynamic live coding sessions (P3 and P4). P1 was even able to switch from slides to live coding on-demand when the facilitator asked questions.

During post-study debriefing interviews, participants mentioned the following advantages of Improv as compared to existing presentation tools that they had previously used:

• Lower cognitive load when live coding, since they did not need to repeatedly switch back and forth between different apps such as IDEs, terminals, browsers, and PowerPoint.

• Relatively easy to fix errors on the fly by adjusting code or slide content directly from within Atom and having the audience see those changes immediately.

• P1, P3, and P4 felt that the clearest benefit of Improv was the ability to write and run code in a real IDE but to have the audience see that code on an organized set of slides.

• P1 found waypoints useful for improvising. P3 manually emulated waypoints by having an auxiliary notes file where they stored code snippets that they copied into their presentation code. When we reminded them about the waypoints feature at the end, they agreed it would have been useful but was not sufficiently familiar with it as a first-time user.

• P4 appreciated the flexibility of Improv’s slide format compared to traditional presentation tools: “I think of these slides more as workspaces. [...] You normally see a slide as very specific and like a state of mind that is progressing. But here the slide itself is dynamic. More like a workspace where you can drop code and dynamic stuff is happening.”

Participants also pointed out their perceived limitations of Improv. Most notably, they mentioned higher cognitive load during presentation planning, since they had to develop a mental model of how three separate components synced up with one another: their own code within Atom, the slide editor, and the slide viewer. Also, they were surprised that they could not edit code on the slides to fix minor issues but instead had to edit within the corresponding source code file in Atom. To support this, we can implement bidirectional syncing between Atom’s code editor and Improv’s slide editor.

In sum, first-time users found Improv expressive enough to use for preparing simple teaching presentations that mixed both code and expository content. All four participants reported being interested in using Improv in their own teaching.

Study Limitations: We conducted an informal first-use study without a control group. Although participants reflected on the experience of using Improv versus tools they previously used, we did not perform a formal comparison against existing tools. Also, due to the short study duration, participants used Improv to deliver at most a 10-minute presentation, so we were not able to assess its scalability for preparing, say, hour-long lectures with dozens of slides. Finally, the facilitator served as a simulated audience, but ideally Improv would be evaluated in a class setting to gauge real student reactions.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Improv explores the design space of educational presentation tools in between slide-based software (organized but static) and desktop screensharing (authentic but messy). It melds the organizational benefits of slide-based presentations with the authenticity and improvisational flexibility of live coding. Improv’s code-based slide format gives presenters the ability to organize their content in accordance with pedagogical best practices such as Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25]: They can display code in large fonts, eliminate extraneous visual noise from desktop apps, and supplement code with textual annotations, images, and webpage embeds.

One main limitation, though, is that there are times when presenters want to project their entire computer desktop for the audience to view instead of presenting slides. This could arise because they want to demonstrate how to interact with a set of complex GUI applications. Improv is not well-suited for those use cases since, by design, it shows only selected code blocks within a traditional slide presentation. In the future, we could extend it with a screensharing plug-in that allows it to embed portions of the presenter’s desktop into slides.

Currently instructors who want to teach programming to a large audience must rely on ad-hoc setups involving screen sharing, PowerPoint slides, and flipping between disparate desktop applications. Our Improv system takes steps toward making this form of technical pedagogy both more organized and more fluid. From an educational technology perspective, Improv’s main contribution to learning at scale is to bring Mayer’s principles of multimedia learning [25] into the popular domain of live coding presentations. We hope that by deploying this system in MOOCs and other online learning platforms in the future, students will be able to learn better by watching instructors more fluently combine live coding with slide-based presentations. They can either connect to the Improv slide viewer web app for a live broadcast or watch pre-recorded videos of these hybrid code and slide presentations.
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